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LANGUAGE 

 Revision: Unit 6: grammar-Have/get something done 

Unit 7: Health and fitness 

Grammar:verbs of advice and obligation: ought to-should-have to-must –need. Verbs of 

permission and ability: can/could-be able to. Countable and uncountable nouns. Phrasal 

verbs with take-Quantifiers. Vocabulary : Sport. Reading: A new spin on traditional sport.  

Listening: People talking about sports. Speaking:Comparing photos of people eating. 

Unit 8: Risk and danger 

Grammar: Reported statements: verbs say-tell-Reported questions: verb ask-Reported  

requests and commands- reported speech: other changes- reported verbs. Phrasal verbs with 

out: find out-put out- run out of-set out-turn out-watch out- Vocabulary: the weather-

disasters and dangers-Reading:Chasing tornadoes- The Candles: a typhoon strikes the 

Pequod- key word trasformation.Speaking: discussing things which keep us safe- Wrting: a 

story about a risky activity. 

Unit 9: Music 

Grammar: defining relative clauses vs non- defining relative clauses- verbs: let-make-

have-get-prefixes for verbs-suffixes to form adjectives-linkers of reason and purpose-Key 

word trasformation.Vocabulary: talking about the music  Readings: Music around the 

world- Forbidden dances. Listening: Music and thed mind. Speaking:Comparing photos of 

people listening to music. Writing: Should teenagers be allowed to listen to any type of 

music they want? 

Unit10: Give and take 

Grammar: Zero and 1st conditional- when, as soon as, unless,1st  and 2nd conditional- too 

and enough-too much and too many-would rather and had better-Phrasal verbs with give- 

key word trasformation- suggest and recommend. Vocabulary: Money and economics-

Talking about behaviour.Readings:Gifts that make a difference- What’s a scrooge? 

Listening: People talking about making the world a happier place.Speaking: Discussing 

how difficult it might be to live without things. Writing: Fundraising events. 

Unit 11: Art and Fashion 

Grammar: 3rd conditional – with could and might-mixed conditionals- suffixes to form 

nouns-wish/if only-key word trasformation-confused words: art and fashion 

Unit 11: Technology and innovation 

Grammar: -ing form vs infinitive- verb+ing form and infinitive-question tags- suffixes to 

form nouns- prefixes and suffixes review. Vocabulary: compound nouns: technology 
LITERATURE 

William Shakespeare: Shakespeare the dramatist. 

“Julius Caesar”( Plot; setting; characters; themes-the power of words- rethorical devices) 

Brutus’s and Antony’s orations: contents, themes and rethorical figures. 

  



John Milton : life and works . “Paradise Lost”: Story, setting, a religious epic poem, themes and 

characters, style. Key idea: Satan in Dante and Milton 

Text analysis: 'Satan's speech' 

THE RESTORATION AND THE AUGUSTAN AGE 

Hystory and culture: The Restoration of  monarchy. Charles II; The Great Plague. From the 

Glorious Revolution to Queen Anne: From James II to the joint monarchs. Queen Anne's reign. The 

early Hanoverians;  George I, George II. The Age of Reason: A golden age. Civility and 

moderation. The role of women. A new view of the natural world. Exploration. The Enlightement. 

The Circulation of ideas-.The spread of cultural debate. Restoration Poetry and Prose: Isaac Newton 

and John Locke. Restoration Drama: Restoration theatres. The comedy of manners. 

TOWARDS B2: From coffee houses to the Internet. Women and the rise of the novel 

Literature and Genres. A survey of Augustan literature: The reading public. Prose. Poetry. Drama. 

The rise of the novel: The fathers of the English novel. The writer's aim. The message of the novel. 

The characters. The narrative technique. The setting. Types of novels. 

Authors and Texts 

Daniel Defoe: life and works. “Robinson Crusoe”: plot,setting, characters and style. 

Text analysis: “I was born of a good family” “A dreadful deliverance”  “Man Friday” 

Jonathan Swift (Life and works. A controversial writer 

“Gulliver's Travels” (Date and settings. Plot. The character of Gulliver. Sources. Levels of 

Interpretation. Style) 

Text analysis: “ The projectors” 

Henry Fielding: Tom Jones- The realist and picaresque novel- reading a simplified version of the 

novel- plot- characters and themes. 

THE ROMANTIC AGE 

Hystory and culture: Britain and America. Adam Smith. The Industrial Revolution: Economic 

change. Technological innovation. The workers' life. The French Revolution: main ideas. 

TOWARDS B2: Why did the Industrial Revolution start in Britain 

Literature and Genres A new sensibility. Towards subjective poetry. A new concept of nature. The 

sublime: causes and effects (E. Burke and E.Kant) Early Romantic poetry  Ossianic poetry. 

Graveyard poetry. The Gothic novel. Romantic poetry The Romantic imagination. The figure of the 

child. The importance of the individual. The cult of the exotic. The view of nature. Poetic technique. 

Two generation of poets. The relationship between man and nature. Romanticism in France, Italy, 

Germany 

Mary Shelley: life and works 

Text analysis: Frankenstein: plot, characters,style “The creation of the monster” 

Vision of the film “Frankenstein” 

Vision of the film “Pride and Prejudice”: the comedy of manner- plot- characters and themes 

 

Authors and Texts 

 

William Blake: Life and works. Complementary opposites. Songs of Innocence and Songs of 

Experience. Imagination and the poet. Blake's interest in social problems. Style. 

Text analysis: “The Lamb” (from Songs of Innocence”) 

Text analysis: “The Tyger” (from Songs of Experience”) 

 

William Wordsworth: Life and works. The Manifesto of English Romanticism. The relationship 

between man and nature. The importance of the senses and memory. The poet's task and style 

Text analysis: “Daffodils” (from Poems, in two volumes) 

 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge: Life and works. The Rime of the Ancient Mariner: plot and setting. 

Atmosphere and characters. The importance of nature. The Rime and traditional Ballads. 

Interpretations 



 

 

 

From The Rime of the Ancient Mariner Part 1 and VII 

Text analysis: 'The killing of the Albatross' (Part I lines 1-82), 'A sadder and wiser man ( Part 

VII,lines 610-625) 

Visione di“Julius Caesar” and “Playing Shakespeare”   al Globe Theatre . Commento ed analisi 

dei personaggi e delle tematiche in inglese. 
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